Minimal surfaces bounded by a polygon ? IR q (q 2) correspond in a one-to-one mannner to the critical points of Shi man's function . For arbitrary, but xed polygons this function was investigated numerically in 18]. The present work extends the results in 18] to classes of polygons ? = ?( ), where varies in certain subsets of nite dimensional spaces the dimensions of depending on the number of vertices of the polygon ?. In the numerical part investigations on the bifurcation process of one-parameter families of polygonal approximations of three well-known contour families are presented.
Introduction
Let ? be a Jordan curve in IR q (q 2) and denote by B = fw = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 IR 2 ; jwj < 1g the unit disc in IR 2 . A mapping u 2 C 0 (B; IR q ) \ C 2 (B; IR q ) is called disc type minimal surface spanning ? if u satis es u = 0 in B (1) ju x1 j 2 ? ju x2 j 2 = (u x1 ; u x2 ) = 0 in B (2) u j @B is a (weakly) monotone parameterization of ?:
In the case where ? is a simple, closed polygon, the minimal surface problem is connected with the critical points of a function of nitely many variables. To be more precise, let = (a 1 Courant's function is not a good candidate to develop a Morse theory for polygonal minimal surfaces. The Marx-Shi man function was introduced in the paper of Marx 22] , which was based on a joint work of Marx and Shi man concerning polygonally bounded minimal surfaces. Marx and Shi man enlarged the classes F 0 ( ; ) to the class F( ; ) of mappings which map the arc j into the straight lines a j + ? j ( ) and de ned ( ; ) := inf v2F( ; ) D(v): (6) The unique solution u( ; ) of problem (6) is called (normalized) quasiminimal surface. As a result, we clearly have d( ; ) ( ; ) and d( ; ) > ( ; ) for certain values of (see 21] ). In 22] , it was stated that is of class C 1 . In 10], 12] Heinz proved that the quasiminimal surfaces u( ; ) depend analytically on ; . Using this result Heinz was able to prove that is analytic ( 11] , 12]). Furthermore, according to Heinz the critical points of correspond in a one-to-one manner to solutions of a generalized Plateau problem for ?( ). Here, generalized means : the solution u( ; ) can overshoot the vertices and we only know that u( j ; ) a j + ? j ( ). Note, that d and are closely connected as they coincide at the critical points of d (see 29] ).
In the last years several numerical approaches to the boundary value problem for parametric minimal surfaces had been made. Here, we mention the works of Jarausch 20] , Wohlrab 34 In this work the numerical results presented in 18] are extended to one-parameter families of polygonal contours. The approach uses numerical path-following for parameter-dependent equations and has been applied successfully to the minimal surface problem for polygons in 17] . The method is based on the numerical treatment of and a suitable approximation of r . Using piecewise linear nite elements, discrete quasiminimal surfaces u h ( ; ) are computed. This yields an approximation h ( ; ) = D h (u h ( ; )) of . Based on an explicit expression for r , that only involves the quasiminimal surface u( ; ) a discrete approximation f h of r is introduced. Newton's method applied to the equation f h ( ; ) = 0 then gives approximations of critical points of . The corresponding quasiminimal surfaces are approximations of generalized minimal surfaces bounded by ?( ). In a next step, for varying in a one-parameter family of values numerical path-following can be applied to the equation f h ( ; ) = 0. Of particular interest are contour families where the solution behaviour of the Plateau-Problem for ?( ) changes at some parameter value . In this case numerical path-following provides a tool for investigating the bifurcation process at such critical parameter values numerically. As an illustration the bifurcation process for three well known contour families is investigated numerically.
Besides the method presented here, as far as the author can tell, there is only one further numerical approach using path-following to investigate the stability of discrete minimal surfaces. In 3, Sect. 5] Brakke describes how to use his EVOLVER in order to navigate through bifurcation diagrams of discrete surfaces spanned by contours that depend on a parameter. As an application Brakke shows how to evolve the unstable catenoid in 3, Sect. 6].
For the visualization of grids and discrete surfaces the graphical programming environment GRAPE developed at the Sonderforschungsbereich 256 at the university of Bonn, Germany is used. The computation of the bifurcation diagrams is performed by using the ALCON2-program developed at the Konrad-ZuseZentrum, Berlin for the purpose of computing solution sets of parameter dependent equations.
Notations and analytical preliminaries
In what follows, N and q denote integers with N 1 and q 2. Let B := fw = x 1 + ix 2 ; jwj < 1g I C fx = (x 1 ; x 2 ); jxj < 1g IR 2 denote the unit disc and let ? IR q be a closed polygon with N + 3 distinct vertices a 1 ; : : : ; a N+3 arranged in cyclical order. To ? assign a unique point = (a 1 1 ; : : : ; a q 1 ; : : : ; a 1 N+3 ; : : : ; a q N+3 ) 2 IR q(N+3) (7) and write ? = ?( ). Set ' k ( ) := a k+1 ? a k ja k+1 ? a k j (1 k N + 3; a N+4 := a 1 )
andÃ := f 2 IR q(N+3) ; ' k ; ' k+1 are linearly independent for k = 1; : : : ; N + 2g:
For 2Ã and k = 1; : : : ; N + 3, ? k ( ) denotes the line ? k ( ) = fx 2 IR q ; x = t' k ( ); t 2 IRg (10) and S k ( ); T k ( ) denote the re ections at the lines ? k ( ) and a k +? k ( ), respectively. Let = ( 1 ; : : : ; N ) 2 IR N denote an N ? tuple of parameter values j satisfying 0 < 1 < : : : < N < (11) 2 NOTATIONS AND ANALYTICAL PRELIMINARIES 4 and de ne T := f 2 IR N ; 0 < 1 < : : : < N < g: (12) In order to connect the problem (6) with the Plateau problem for the polygon ? let N+1 := ; N+2 := 3 2 ; N+3 := 2 : (13) T 0 T always denotes a compact subset of T. For 2 T de ne k ( ) := fw = e i ; k < < k+1 g (1 k N + 3; N+4 1 + 2 )
and abbreviate
The convention is used that dependencies on xed parameter values are not explicitly stated, i. (19) and solves the following system of partial di erential equations (see 10, Satz 1]) u = 0 in B (20) 
(@ r u; ' k ) = 0 on k ; 1 k N + 3: (25) The complex-valued coe cient functions f k j ( ; ; w) and exponent functions p k j ( ) are analytic in U 0 ( ; ; k ( )) and U( ), respectively. In U( ) \ A 0 the relation
is valid. The function is analytic in T A.
Integration of (25) This Corollary is an important tool in proving a uniform error estimate for discrete quasiminimal surfaces (see Sect. 3, (46)). In the numerical part of this paper approximations of branches of non-degenerate minimal surfaces will be computed.
3 THE DISCRETE APPROACH 8 3 The discrete approach Let 2 T and 2 A be xed. To obtain a conforming nite element method approximating problem (18) rst construct a nite dimensional a ne space X h = X h ( ; ) X = X( ; ). For this purpose denote by = ( ) triangulations of B that are obtained by one of the following re nement strategies. S1 :(see Fig. 1 Theorem 3.1 Let T 0 T, A 0 A and let h > 0 denote the grid-size of a triangulation h ( ) of the unit disc obtained by applying one of the re nement strategies S1 or S2, respectively. Let u h ; u denote the unique solutions of (43) and (18) In the subsequent sections investigations on three one-parameter families of contours ? r ; r 2 I, where I IR denotes a certain closed interval are presented. In this context Shi man's function will be denoted by ( ; r).
The rst family of contours can be obtained by splitting two opposite sides of a regular tetrahedron of side length one into two segments each and pulling these segments slightly apart to positions where they have the distance r > 0 (see Fig. 3 ). These skew octagons will be denoted by ? r . In 24] Nitsche proved that there exists a r 0 > 0 such that there are at least three minimal surfaces bounded by ? r for 0 < r < r 0 . The exact value of r 0 is not yet known, but in 24, p.10] Nitsche proved the estimate r 0 0:162733. Using numerical path-following one is able to improve this estimate experimentally (see Table 2 ).
The contours in the second one-parameter family of contours are polygonal approximations of the oneparameter family of Enneper contours E r (') = In 27] Ruchert proved uniqueness for the Plateau for E r in the interval 0 < r 1. In 1986, Beeson and Tromba rigorously investigated the branching process at r = 1 ( 1] ) and proved that there exists a r 0 > 1 such that E r bounds exactly three minimal surfaces for 1 < r < r 0 ( 1, Corollary
4.4]
). Moreover, they were able to characterize the branching process to be of cusp-type (see also 4, Satz 5] where B uch characterized bifurcation of minimal surfaces for two-parameter families of contours based on the Weierstrass representation formula for minimal surfaces). The third example-contour was suggested by Douglas and Wiener in order to prove non-uniqueness results for the Plateau problem of disc-type surfaces ( 7] ). A detailed description can be found in Courant's book 5, p. 120]. In this example the distance between the parallel circles serves as a parameter. In the bifurcation diagrams the x?axis corresponds to the continuation parameter r, the value on the y?axis represents (r) 2 .
For families of contours in question solution branches ( (r); r) of the equation f h ( (r); r) = 0
are sought numerically. In numerical practice triangulations of the unit disc which are of polar-coordinate type with small grid sizes near the boundary @B only are used. In order to obtain smooth discrete surfaces local re nement is applied at the origin (for an example see Fig. 7 ). Several numerical experiments underlined this choice of grids. Furthermore, for numerical purposes the three-point condition (13) is replaced by a onepoint condition, i.e. the parameters N+1 ; N+2 are introduced as independent variables. This corresponds to the numerical approximation of the function ( ; 2 ; ).
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The main tool in the numerical computations is the ALCON2 SUBROUTINE developed at the Konrad-Zuse Zentrum in Berlin for the purpose of numerical path-following and the detection of simple bifurcation points in the context of one-parameter families of nonlinear equations (for more details see 6]).
In 3] Brakke worked out independently a concept for investigating bifurcation of energy minimizing surfaces numerically by using his EVOLVER. The main tool for the approach is the hessian command which utilizes Newton's method for the computation of equilibrium points of the energy of the surface. The stability of the equilibrium points then can be analyzed via the eigenvalues of the Hessian of the energy at that point. Brakke's method is based on the stability properties of the discrete di erential geometric object itself. Therefore it is applicable to a wide range of problems. However, Brakke's method can hardly be compared to the approach presented above which is based on the numerical approximation of the function and its derivatives and thus on parameterizations of surfaces over the unit disc.
The L evy -Nitsche example
Let ? r (?2 r 2) denote the set of octagons which are obtained by splitting a regular tetrahedron as described in Section 5.4 (see Fig. 3 ). Then f? r g r is a one-parameter family of closed polygons in IR 3 . Since for 1 < r 2 the geodesic curvature of ? r is less than 4 the polygon ? r in this case bounds exactly one solution of Plateau's problem ( 29, Eindeutigkeitssatz] In the following the numerical results that are obtained by applying the ALCON2 program are presented. Table 1 shows the numerical data for the grids in use. For the re nement-levels (RL) one, two and three no numerical bifurcation was detected. In this cases one obtains a unique numerical branch f( h (r); r); f h ( h (r); r) = 0; r 2 ?2; 2]g: Numerical bifurcation is reported for RL 4. The corresponding bifurcation intervals are presented in Table 2 . The ALCON2 program computes three solution branches ( 1 (r); r); ( 2 (r); r); ( 3 (r); r) such that f h ( i (r); r) = 0 i = 1; 2; 3 (r 0 < r < r 1 ):
In order to decide whether these three branches represent stable or unstable discrete minimal surfaces the eigenvalues of some nite-di erence approximation D f h ( i (r); r) ( 1  352  209  64  2  800  465  128  3  1696  977  256  4  3488  2001  512  5  7072  4049  1024  6 14240 8145 2048 The cases n = 12 and n = 18 are considered. Table 3 shows the numerical data for the triangulations that are used. For re nement-level (RL) one an unique numerical branch f( (r); r); f h ( (r); r) = 0; r 2 0:1; 8]g is reported by the ALCON2 routine in both of the cases n = 12 and n = 18.
For RL 2 the ALCON2 program was not able to resolve the solution set of the equation f h ( ; r) = 0 completely. At the parameters r 0 , that are presented in the Tables 4, 5 where N+2 is kept xed. The ALCON2 program computes a single solution path ( (r); r) (see Fig. 13 ). Then choose some parameter r > r 0 and use a damped Gauss -Newton technique to t the xed variable N+2 at the parameter value r . In this way one obtains some ( (r ); r ) such that f h ( (r ); r ) = 0. Then start the ALCON2 program in the single-path following mode at r = r . In the single-path following mode the ALCON2 program indicates whether singular points lying on the solution path are crossed, but suppresses their computation.
Polygonal approximation with 12 vertices
In the case n = 12 ? n r according to Sauvigny's uniqueness theorem 29, Eindeutigkeitssatz] bounds a unique minimal surfaces for r 2 (0; 0:970862). Therefore, one could expect that there exists an isolated solution branch ( (r); r) such that f h ( (r); r) = 0 (r 2 (0; 0:970862)). Starting the path-following algorithm at r = 0:1 one obtains a unique numerical branch for RL = 1. For RL 2 the situations changed and numerical bifurcation in the interval (r 0 ; r 1 ) is observed. In contrast to the L evy -Nitsche example increasing the number of re nement-levels yielded bifurcation intervals (r 0 ; r 1 ) where only r 0 seems to be bounded from below and the value of r 1 becomes greater in proportion to decreasing grid-size. In Figs. 14 
Approximation with 18 vertices
The case n = 18 is treated in the same way as the case n = 12, excepted that for RL = 4; 5 triangulations with small grid-size near the boundary @B of B only (see Fig. 34 ) are used. For RL = 1; 2; 3 bifurcation The numerical investigations presented here indicate that this surface in fact seems to be stable. Furthermore, by a mountain-path argument, there is then another minimal surface spanning ? r . As the numerical experiments show this seems to be true.
In the following some numerical investigations for polygonal approximation with 16 vertices are presented. The results for approximations with 20, 24 or 28 vertices are similar and therefore are omitted here.
In contrast to the previous examples no bifurcation at all occurs when applying numerical path-following to the equation 
